
3D Change Localization and Captioning from Dynamic Scans of Indoor Scenes
(Supplementary Material)

This supplementary material provides additional details
on the proposed DyS2Change dataset, including the caption
templates and the relationship definition. We also provide
additional experimental results on DyS2Change in the last
part of this material.

A. Additional Details on DyS2Change Dataset

Caption Templates. We provide all 30 caption tem-
plates used in the generation of DyS2Change and SUN-
RGBD2Change datasets in Table 5. We record scene
change information, including changed object types and the
spatial relationships of all objects during the scene change
generation process. The change captions are then automat-
ically generated from the recorded change information, ob-
ject relationships, and caption templates.

Relationship Definitions. The spatial location of ob-
jects is useful to specify an object in a room, especially
while there are multiple objects from the same class. Here,
as shown in Figure 7, we introduce two types of relation-
ships to refer to the change object in the DyS2Change
dataset, including object-room relationships indicating the
spatial location of an object in the room and object-object
relationships for referring an object from another. During
the caption generation, the <rel> is determined based on
randomly selecting an existing relationship of the changed
object with the room or other objects. For example, when
the relationship between a changed object “microwave” and
an anchor object “countertop” is supported, we can generate
a sentence as “The microwave that is on the countertop...”.

B. Additional Experimental Results on
DyS2Change Dataset

We show additional experimental results on the proposed
DyS2Change dataset in Figure 8. Compared to Baseline3D,
both two proposed DenseChangeCaps exhibited higher per-
formance on both change detection and captioning in those
three examples in Figure 8. We also found that there is still
room for improvement in the accuracy of the detection of
small objects and the description of detailed relationships
in DenseChangeCaps.
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Table 5. Caption templates used in DyS2Change dataset. <target> refers to the object that has been changed. <anchor>, <anchor1>, and
<anchor2> refer to a nearby object that have a specified spatial relationship to the changed object <target>. <rel>, <rel1>, and <rel2>
represent a specified spatial relationship between <target> and <anchor>. The word [that] [is] is randomly included or not included in
the sentence (we also randomly use the synonym “which” to replace “that”).

Change type Caption templates

Add A <target> [that] [is] <rel> <anchor> has been added.
A <target> [that] [is] <rel> <anchor> shows up.
There is a new <target> [that] [is] <rel> <anchor>.
A new <target> [that] [is] <rel> <anchor> is visible.
Someone added a <target> [that] [is] <rel> <anchor>.

Delete The <target> [that] [was] <rel> <anchor> has disappeared.
The <target> [that] [was] <rel> <anchor> is no longer there.
The <target> [that] [was] <rel> <anchor> is missing.
There is no longer a <target> [that] [was] <rel> <anchor>.
Someone removed the <target> [that] [was] <rel> <anchor>.

Open The <target> [that] [is] <rel> <anchor> has been opened.
Someone opened the <target> [that] [is] <rel> <anchor>.
The <target> [that] [is] <rel> <anchor> has been turned on.
Someone turned on the <target> [that] [is] <rel> <anchor>.
Someone turned the <target> [that] [is] <rel> <anchor> on.

Close The <target> [that] [is] <rel> <anchor> has been closed.
Someone closed the <target> [that] [is] <rel> <anchor>.
The <target> [that] [is] <rel> <anchor> has been turned off.
Someone turned off the <target> [that] [is] <rel> <anchor>.
Someone turned the <target> [that] [is] <rel> <anchor> off.

Move The <target> [that] [was] <rel> <anchor> changed its location.
The <target> [that] [was] <rel> <anchor> is in a different location.
The <target> [that] [was] <rel> <anchor> was moved from its original location.
The <target> [that] [was] <rel> <anchor> has been moved.
Someone changed the location of the <target> [that] [was] <rel> <anchor>.
The <target> [that] [was] <rel1> <anchor1> changed its location to <rel2> <anchor2>.
The <target> [that] [was] <rel1> <anchor1> is <rel2> <anchor2> now.
The <target> [that] [was] <rel1> <anchor1> has been moved to <rel2> <anchor2>.
Someone changed the location of <target> [that] [was] <rel1> <anchor1> to <rel2> <anchor2>.
The <target> [that] [was] <rel1> <anchor1> was moved from its original location to <rel2> <anchor2>.
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Figure 7. Illustration of relationships used in the DyS2Change dataset. We consider three object-room relationships where objects are
located in the room corner, against the wall, or room center. Similar to [1], we consider three object-object relationships. The “close”
relationship is determined based on the horizontal distance of objects. If two objects have close relationships or have intersections horizon-
tally, the above and below relationships (with close relationships), supported and support relationships (with horizontal intersections) are
determined based on vertical relationships.
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Ground truth: 

(1) The side table which was near the 

countertop has disappeared.

(2) The coffee machine which was 

on the countertop has disappeared. 

(3) The fridge that is close to the 

corner of the room has been opened. 

(4) The microwave that is near the 

countertop has been opened.

Generated captions: 

(1) The stool which was near the 

countertop is no longer there.

(2) The fridge near the countertop has 

been opened. 

(3) The garbage can near the dining 

table has been moved to near the 

fridge. 

Generated captions: 

(1) The stool which was near the 

countertop is no longer there.

(2) The coffee machine which was near 

the countertop is missing.

(3) The fridge near the countertop has 

been closed.

(4) The microwave that is near the 

countertop has been opened.

Generated captions: 

(1) The stool which was near the 

countertop is no longer there.

(2) The coffee machine near the 

countertop is missing. 

(3) The fridge near the countertop has 

been opened. 

(4) Someone opened the microwave 

close to the wall. 
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Ground truth: 

(1) A garbage can that is near the 

bathtub has been added.

(2) The toilet which is near the sink 

has been opened. 

(3) The plunger near the toilet 

changed its location to near the sink.

Generated captions: 

(1) The garbage near the countertop is 

in a different location.

(2) The toilet which is near the bathtub 

has been closed. 

Generated captions: 

(1) The garbage can changed its 

location to near the shower door.

(2) The plunger near the toilet was 

moved from its original location to 

near the bathtub.

Generated captions: 

(1) Someone added a garbage can 

close to the corner of the room.

(2) The plunger near the toilet is in a 

different location. 
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Ground truth: 

(1) A garbage can which is near the 

bed has been added.

(2) The laptop that is on the bed has 

been opened. 

(3) The desk near the bed changed its 

location to near the side table. 

Generated captions: 

(1) The garbage near the desk has 

been moved.

(2) The laptop near the bed has been 

closed. 

(3) The desk near the sofa is no longer 

there. 

Generated captions: 

(1) Someone added a garbage can near 

the bed.

(2) The laptop near the bed has been 

opened.

(3) The desk which was close to the 

corner of the room is no longer there.

(4) The desk which was near the bed is 

no longer there.

Generated captions: 

(1) The garbage can near the side table 

has been added.

(2) The laptop near the bed has been 

opened. 

(3) The desk near the window is near 

the bed now. 

(4) The desk near the side table is in a 

different location. 

(c)

Figure 8. Additional experimental results on DyS2Change dataset. The first column shows the input point clouds, the second, third,
and fourth columns show the results of the Baseline3D and two DenseChangeCaps, respectively. The ground truth bounding boxes are
highlighted in red and the predicted bounding boxes are highlighted in other colors. Incorrect change captions are highlighted in red.


